
 

 

Long-Term Operations Must Consider Concrete Aging 
 
EPRI research is exploring how environmental factors associated with nuclear plant operation 
could impact the long-term performance of concrete structures. 
 
EPRI is researching concrete degradation in nuclear power plants to identify the technical issues that 
could impact long-term nuclear plant operations. A concrete aging reference manual released in late 
2011 provides a comprehensive summary of aging degradation types and their physical manifestation. 
Ongoing research activities include new concrete inspection techniques and a component database to 
inform life-cycle management decisions. 
 
While the performance of concrete structures at operating nuclear power plants has been good, some 
degradation has been reported (see figure) in a number of areas: 
 

 Containment issues such as delamination, concrete voids, and liner corrosion 

 Cracking, spalling and other forms of deterioration of auxiliary building and secondary 
containment walls and slabs 

 Cracking of exterior concrete walls of intake structures and concrete beams supporting 
service water pumps 

 Rebar corrosion 

 Degradation in tendon galleries of prestressed concrete containments 

 Water leakage and seepage in underground structures 

 Cracking in masonry wall joints 

 
As nuclear power plants operate longer, time-dependent degradation may become more prevalent in 
concrete structures. While databases existed to characterize aging concrete in dams, buildings and 
highways, comparable databases did not exist that reflect the unique environmental factors for nuclear 
power plants: irradiation, thermal cycling, elevated temperatures, fatigue, and acid/base water 
chemistries. To address this shortcoming, EPRI published the Nuclear Concrete Structures Aging 
Reference Manual (EPRI Product 1023035) in late 2011, which contains two deliverables. 
The first is a concrete structure degradation index which provides information that can be used to 
diagnose concrete structure degradation and to identify the likely sources and stressors of the damage 
mechanisms. For example, evidence of cracking may be indicative of creep, corrosion, fatigue, 
irradiation damage, and several other degradation mechanisms. Tying these mechanisms to possible 
sources and locations can help inform utility decisions regarding mitigation and repair strategies to 
support continued operation.  
 
The second deliverable is a prioritized research gap analysis that delineates specific degradation 
processes occurring in concrete and identifies gaps related to material knowledge and nondestructive 
evaluation techniques. EPRI is using this gap analysis to design research programs for assessing long-
term operations of concrete structures at nuclear plants. Areas designated as high priority research gaps 



 
 

include chloride diffusion into concrete, corrosion of embedded reinforcing steel, radiation damage of 
reactor cavity concrete, and freeze-thaw damage. 
 
Two related areas of active EPRI concrete research address inspection and asset management. For 
inspection, EPRI is funding research to develop reliable and easily deployable inspection techniques.  For 
asset management, EPRI is developing a component database that will be used to determine the 
remaining useful life of concrete structures.  
 
For more information on the concrete structures program, contact Maria Guimaraes at 704.595.2708, 
mguimaraes@epri.com, or Joe Wall at 704.595.2659, jwall@epri.com. For more information on the 
Long-Term Operations Program, contact Sherry Bernhoft at 704.595.2740, sbernhoft@epri.com. 

 

Source: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
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